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Bend-induced insulating gap in carbon nanotubes

L. F. Chibotaru, S. A. Bovin, and A. Ceulemans
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The effect of uniform bend on the electronic structure of single wall carbon nanotubes is investigated as
function of diameter, chirality, and plane of bend. This deformation can only mix states with the same projec-
tion of k on the tube’s axis and belonging either to one nanotube line or to nearest neighbor and next nearest
neighbor lines. The bend-induced insulating gap opens in chiral and zigzag tubes, scales as the square of the
bend curvature and is strongly dependent on the chirality of the tube. For large diameters of the tubes, the
bend-induced gap scales as the square of the tube’s diameter and is strongly determined by the changes of the
bond lengths. The observation of these gaps should become possible with current experimental techniques.
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Since their discovery,1 carbon nanotubes attracted mu
attention, first of all as molecular conductors.2 Close to the
Fermi level the electronic structure of single wall nanotub
~SWNT’s! corresponds to the folding of the graphenep
bands to equidistant lines of allowedk states on the
graphene’s Brillouin zone.3–6 Straight SWNT’s can be eithe
metallic or semiconducting depending on their chirality.3–5

Metallicity is associated with the crossing of the graphen
Fermi pointsK1 and K2 by the nanotube’s lines. Such a
intersection takes place in tubes, called primary metallic,
which the difference of the nanotubes indices,n andm @in-
tegers defining the chiral vector of the SWNT~Ref. 7!#, is
divisible by 3. Other tubes, called primary semiconductin
display an insulating gap proportional to the distance fr
the K1(K2) point to the closest nanotube line. This g
scales as 1/Rt with the radiusRt of the tube of a given chiral-
ity. The curvature of the nanotube’s surface leads to differ
transfer parameters for pairs of carbon atoms having dif
ent orientations relative to the tube’s axis. This results in
opening of a gap at the Fermi level in all primary metal
SWNT’s, roughly scaling as 1/Rt

2 , except for the armchai
(m5n) tubes which remain metallic.5,8

Structural deformations seem to be common to SW
materials and devices. Two kinds of deformations have b
observed: local and distributed over the length of the tu
Strong local bend strains result in kinks,9–11 the main modi-
fications of the electronic structure being associated with
cal s2p hybridization.12,13 It was shown that localized
states arise in the region of bend leading to the decreas
the transmission at the Fermi level.12,14 Distributed band de-
formations, uniform bends, are the main structural distorti
in coiled and toroidal SWNT’s.15–17A common feature of all
uniformly distributed deformations is that they do not lead
significants2p hybridization.8,12At the same time the uni
form bend essentially differs from other uniform deform
tions ~twist, radial, and axial stretch/compression!. Deforma-
tions of the latter kind can only induce homogeneo
distortions of the graphene strip from which the nanotube
rolled up while preserving in full the translational symmet
of the corresponding graphene lattice. This allowed
simple analytical treatments of the effect of these strains
thep bands of the tubes.8,18,19By contrast the uniform bend
of the SWNT removes the original translational symmetry
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the corresponding graphene strip, and complicates m
both analytical and numerical treatments of the problem.
a consequence, the effect of a uniform bend was consid
till now only for armchair nanotubes within a continuou
model describing the electronic states close toK1 andK2 in
a long wavelength approximation.8 It was found that the gap
does not open in these tubes, which is a pure symm
effect.8 At the same time no mechanism for the gap open
and estimation of the effect in different tubes is available
is therefore most important to predict the effects of the
deformations on the electronic structure of different tubes
order to assess their behavior as molecular wires. In
present paper we fill in this gap by analytically investigati
the bend-induced insulating properties of SWNT’s as fu
tion of their radius, chirality, and plane of bend.

In the Hückel tight-binding model, widely used inp band
structure calculations of the nanotubes,7 the interaction of the
electronic states with structural deformations comes from
change of thepp transfer parameters for nearest neighb
carbon atoms. Both the misalignment of thep orbitals on the
neighbor carbon atoms8,19 and the change of the bon
lengths8,18 were previously considered as the main effect
the distortion on the transfer parameters. While in strai
nanotubes the effect of the bond length change was so
times neglected, the uniform bend of the tubes with u
changed interatomic distances is not possible for geomet
reasons. We consider therefore the general form of the tr
fer parameter between arbitrarily orientedp orbitals on the
atomsi and j by using the Slater-Koster scheme,20

g i j 5Vppp~r i j !n1'•n2'1Vpps~r i j !n1in2i , ~1!

with resonance integrals dependent on the interatomic
tancer i j . In this equation,ni' andni i are the projections of
a unit vector, normal to the surface of the tube at the posit
of atom i, respectively on the plane perpendicular to and
the axis parallel to the bond vectorr i j . To simplify further
treatment, we expressg i j through one single resonance int
gral Vppp(r i j ), by inserting into Eq. ~1! the relation
Vpps(r i j )52kVppp(r i j ), wherek is a positive constant.

The positions of the carbon atoms on the surface o
uniformly bent tube are described by two angles,u andw, as
specified in Fig. 1~a!. The shift in the bend’s angle for a
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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given pairi j of carbon atoms,Du i j 5u i2u j , is proportional
to the curvature of the bend, 1/Rb :

Du i j 5sin~x i j !Du,

Du5r CC /Rb , ~2!

wherer CC is the carbon-carbon distance in graphene andx i j
is the angle between the corresponding bond in the graph
plane and the chiral vectorCh ; it can be easily expresse
through the chiral anglex of the nanotube@Fig. 1~b!#. For a
small curvature of the bend the transfer parameterg i j can be
expanded in lower powers ofDu,

g i j 5g i j
(0)1g i j

(1)Du1
1

2
g i j

(2)Du2, ~3!

where the zeroth-order term is the transfer parameter f
straight SWNT. As it follows from Eq.~2!, the restriction to
the second order afterDu is justified wheneverr CC!Rb ,
i.e., in all cases of practical interest. Applying this expans
to the general form in Eq.~1! one obtains the following
dependence of the expansion coefficients in Eq.~3! on the
circumferential positions of the two carbon atoms,21

g i j
(1)5ci j

(1)~cosw i1cosw j !,

g i j
(2)5ci j

(2)~cos2w i1cos2w j !1ci j
(3)cosw icosw j , ~4!

where the coefficientsci j are linear in Vppp(r CC) and
]Vppp(r CC)/]r and only depend on the anglex i j . Therefore
there are only three different coefficientsci j associated with
three nonequivalent pairs of carbon atoms shown in F
1~b!. By contrast, thew i coordinates depend on the positio
of the corresponding carbon atoms in the graphene’s s
and should be actually understood asw i

t ,

w i
t5w t1dw i , ~5!

FIG. 1. ~a! Angular coordinates system of a uniformly ben
SWNT with radius of bendRb . ~b! The orientation of the
graphene’s unit cellt ~containing the carbon atoms 1 and 2! relative
to the chiral (Ch) and the tube’s axis (T) vectors, defining the axe
of the q,w coordinate system, for a nanotube of chiralityx. The
solid lines connecting atom 1 to its nearest neighbors denote
bonds for three nonequivalent pairs.
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where w t is the w coordinate of the unit cellt, and dw i
denotes the position of thei th atom within this unit cell. The
perturbation to the tight-binding Hamiltonian, induced by
constant bend, has the form

DH5(
t

~Dg12
t ut&1 2^tu1Dg13

t ut&1

3^t2a1u1Dg14
t ut&1 2^t2a2u1H. c.!, ~6!

Dg i j
t 5g i j

(1)Du1g i j
(2)Du2,

where the sum runs over the unit cells within the graphen
strip, ut&1 andut&2 are the atomicpz orbitals localized on the
corresponding carbon atoms 1 and 2 within the unit celt,
and the subscipts in transfer paramete
correspond to three nonequivalent pairs of carbon ato
@Fig. 1~b!#; the dependence ont in the right hand side of
the second equation comes via the substitution of Eq.~5!
into Eq. ~4!.

It follows from the first equation in Eq.~4! that the terms
linear in Du always contain the factors exp(6iwt). Mapped
on the graphene plane, these terms induce a periodic pe
bation with the wave vector 2p/Ch51/Rt , aligned toCh .
This coincides with the wavevectorDk' spacing out the
nanotube lines~Fig. 2!. This means that only states belon
ing to nearest neighbor nanotube lines and having the s
projection of the wave vector along the axis of the tube (ki)
can be mixed by this perturbation. On the other hand, as
second of Eqs.~4! shows, some of terms proportional toDu2

will have no dependence onw t while others will contain the
factors exp(62iwt). Therefore they can mix states within on
nanotube line or belonging to next nearest neighbor lin
again with the sameki . The angular coordinatesw t them-
selves include the dependence on the plane of bend. Ind
it is easily seen from Fig. 1~a! that the rotation of the plane
of bend of a nanotube by an anglew0 merely results in the
change of allw coordinates of the unit cells intow t1w0.

For a primary metallic SWNT, Fig. 2 shows by ope
circles the states which can mix with the states from theK1
point under an applied uniform bend. SinceK252K1 the k
states interacting with the states at theK2 point are obtained

he

FIG. 2. Part of folded Brillouin zone of graphene correspond
to a primary metallic nanotube~straight solid lines!, showing the
states~open circles! which can interact with the states from theK1

point when the tube is subjected to a uniform bend.
1-2
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by inverting this picture relative to theG point. The disper-
sion of the bands will therefore be equivalent in bothK
points, so that only theK1 point needs to be considered. Th
admixture of other states leads to the interaction between
degenerate bands,u1K & andu2K & at theK points, described
by the Hamiltonian of the following form:

HK5S A B

B* 2AD . ~7!

We are interested in the effects of the lowest order a
bend’s curvature. Since the terms containingg i j

(1) in Eq. ~4!
cannot connect states with the samek, these corrections be
gin with terms;Du2. Therefore, the only contributions t
the Du2-corrections come from terms containingg i j

(2) in the
zeroth-order and terms containingg i j

(1) in the second orde
via the admixture of states belonging to nearest neigh
nanotube lines~Fig. 2!. Accordingly,

HK5HK
(0)1HK

(2) , ~8!

whereHK
(0) is just DH from Eq. ~6! written in the basis of

two degenerate states at theK point andHK
(2) as follows:

HK
(2)52(

s
(

l

DHus l &^s l uDH

es l
, ~9!

wheres51, and2 denotes the twop bands;l 561 stands
for nearest neighbor nanotube lines~Fig. 2!, and it was taken
into account thatesK50.

Equation~7! shows that the gap 2AA21uBu2 opens at the
K point. Actually the smallest gap in the spectrum will co
respond in our case to a point shifted along the line 0 in F
2 by an amount of

Dki52ASA3

2
VpppD . ~10!

The band gap is therefore proportional to the off-diago
matrix element between two band states in theK1Dki point
~Fig. 3!. Since Dki;Du2 ~via A), the difference between
this matrix element andB will be of the orderDu4. In the
lowest order after the bend’s curvature we have therefore
the bend-induced insulating gap:

Eg52uBu. ~11!

FIG. 3. The insulating gap (Eg) induced by a uniform bend in
primary metallic SWNT’s. Dashed lines show the dispersion of
two p bands along the nanotube line 0~Fig. 2! in the vicinity of the
K1 point in straight nanotubes. The uniform bend leads to the s
of these bands~chain lines! and their repulsion~solid lines! opening
the gap at the Fermi point.
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In Eqs.~10! and ~11!, A andB are calculated within degen
erate componentsu1K & and u2K & which correspond to
eigenstates in the vicinity of theK point on the line 0.

In the limit Rt@r CC @which actually works perfectly al-
ready for ~10,10! tubes# the main effect of the bend come
from the change of the bond lengths, which has a sim
geometrical explanation. After straightforward calculation
in this limit we obtain21

A(0)52
3

64
V8cos 3xS Rt

Rb
D 2

,

A(2)5
3

64

V82

Vppp
S 5

4
cos 3x1

1

4
cos 9x D S Rt

Rb
D 2

, ~12!

for the zeroth- and second-order contributions to the dia
nal matrix element, respectively, and

B(0)52 i
3

64
V8sin 3xS Rt

Rb
D 2

,

B(2)52 i
3

64

V82

Vppp
S 5

4
sin 3x1

1

4
sin 9x D S Rt

Rb
D 2

, ~13!

for the off-diagonal ones. In the above equations the nota
V8[r CC]Vppp(r CC)/]r has been introduced. The obtaine
matrix elements do not depend on the origin for thew coor-
dinate and therefore are independent from the position of
plane of bend. Actually this dependence only arises in
two matrix elementŝ6K uDHus l & entering the second orde
contribution via exponential factors~see above!, which, how-
ever, mutually cancel in Eq.~9!. Note that the validity of
expressions~12! and ~13! does not requireRt!Rb .

Figure 4 shows the bend-inducedDki and Eg calculated
with Eqs.~12! and~13! as function of the chiral angle for th
parametersVppp522.8 eV andV855.5 eV.22. We can see
that the shift of the degeneracy~minimal gap! point along the
nanotube line 0~Fig. 3! is maximal for armchair tubes, di
minishes with increasing the chiral angle, and disappear
zigzag tubes. Both contributions in Eq.~12! add to each
other. By contrast, the energy gap is zero in armchair tub
then increases with chirality passing through a maximum

e

ft

FIG. 4. The shift of the degeneracy~minimal gap! point ~a! and
the insulating gap~b! induced by a uniform bend in large diameter
SWNT’s as a function of the chirality of the tubes. Dotted a
dashed lines show the partial contributions of the zero and sec
order interactions, respectively~see the text for details!, and the
solid line shows their joint effect.
1-3
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some intermediate value of chiral angle, approximately
between armchair and zigzag tubes. The absence of the
in armchair SWNT’s in the lowest order after the bend
curvature was shown by Kane and Mele to be due to a p
symmetry reason.8 The decrease ofEg for x close top/6 is
due to a high-order harmonic term inB(2), which arises from
the dependence of the eigenstatesus l & in ~9! on Dk' . How-
ever in this case the zeroth- and second-order contribut
partially cancel each other. It results from Fig. 4 that t
main contribution toDki and Eg arises from the second
order interaction of the states in aK point with the states
from nearest neighbor nanotube lines. Although the effec
the bend rapidly diminishes with the decrease of the ra
Rt /Rb it is still sensible at realistic values of the bend’s cu
vature. For instance, atRt /Rb50.1 the energy gap is 4 meV
which compares with the curvature-induced gap in the
mary metallic SWNT of the same chirality (x'p/12) and
Rt512 Å.19 However, while the latter decreases as 1/Rt

2 the
bend-induced gap increases asRt

2 with the tube’s radius, thus
becoming the dominant mechanism for opening of the in
lating gap starting with some value ofRt at a given bend’s
curvature.

It is worth mentioning that the results given by the pres
theory cannot be obtained within previous approaches,8,18,19

restricted to electronic states close toK1 and K2 Fermi
points, i.e., to states belonging only to nanotube lines wh
cross these points. If we would follow the same approxim
.J

pp

m

J

ys

.

y
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tion we will obtain a band gap dependence on the ch
angle as one shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4~b!. However,
as we can see from this figure, the main contribution to
gap opening comes from the interaction of band orbitals
longing to neighbor nanotube lines@dashed line in Fig. 4~b!#,
which is an essential ingredient not contained in the previ
treatments. This refers of course to the caseRt!Rb , when
the modification of bond lengths gives the main contributi
to the gap opening. When this relation does not apply
effects of orbitals misalignment ands2p hybridization
~shown to be of the same order as the former effect
straight tubes24! become equally important and are cons
ered elsewhere.21

The main difference between the effect of the local a
the uniform bend on the electronic structure of long SWNT
is that the former leads to the formation of localized sta
without opening of the gap, while the second keeps the st
delocalized over the entire length of the tube but a gap op
at the Fermi level. We envisage that direct experimen
proof of the gap opening as a function of bending sho
become possible by tunnelling spectroscopy measurem
on bent or coiled SWNT’s.16 Indeed, it was recently proven25

that curvature-induced gaps in the meV range can be m
sured in straight SWNT by this technique.
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